Parsons, Ken V (DHS)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Zimmerman, Marie L (DHS)
Friday, June 28, 2013 3:39 PM
Hudson, Mark J (DHS)
Leitz, Scott D (DHS); Golden, James I (DHS)
RE: MCO Value Report Draft

Thanks. I guess since it sounded like others contributed to the report why our area wasn't asked given that there are a
number of references to HCDS and SIM, which was a little surprising. I would hope in the future we would be consulted a
a little bit on the front end. Most is fine, but I'm not sure i agree with how they characterized some components of SIM,
for example. Is there a word version that I can make corrections to?
Thanks.
Marie
________________________________________
From: Hudson, Mark J (DHS)
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 10:33 AM
To: Golden, James I (DHS); Leitz, Scott D (DHS); Zimmerman, Marie L (DHS)
Cc: Cell, Rachel H (DHS); Berg, Ann M (DHS); Breen, Chandra F (DHS); Parker, Pamela J (DHS); Marquardt, Julie A (DHS);
Lloyd, Robert J (DHS); Gibson, Karen M (DHS); Schirle, Karen L (DHS); Backstrom, Carol S (DHS); Prasek, Ginny M (DHS)
Subject: MCO Value Report Draft
Attached you will find the first draft of the Value report for managed care. Many of you helped with PCG staff on this
effort. Jim asked that I forward a copy to you for comments. We will work on getting time to discuss comments. Please
review and send me issues that we should address. If you have questions feel free to call me.
If you will be out
for several days let me know so we can get together to identify your issues early and include the impact ect. Thanks for
reviewing. This is the draft as delivered without any edits.
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